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Happy hour ‘in a coma’ at downtown S.F. bars as
workers trickle back to the office
Chase DiFeliciantonio
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Happy hour isn’t what it was in downtown San Francisco bars before the pandemic, but it’s making a slow comeback,
including at Sutter Station on Market Street.
Felix Uribe/Special to The Chronicle

A workday winding down and the sun diving lower in the sky has long meant one
thing for many thirsty, working San Franciscans: happy hour. That special time
between the stress of work and the commute home when a pint and a bar bite offer
respite from the day’s drudgery, or at least it used to.
Two years of telework and empty offices have meant the disappearance of the 4
p.m. to 7 p.m. golden hours when many watering holes around the city, especially
downtown, saw their swiftest sales during the work week. Now with Mayor London
Breed encouraging businesses to order workers back to offices a few days a week or
more, the ritual is returning — but it’s not like it was.
Monday and especially Fridays are seeing less foot traffic downtown, which makes
midweek after-work happy hours more likely. Some people still working from
home are also choosing neighborhood saloons closer to home rather than
venturing to other parts of town.
“Thursday is the new Friday,” said Marc DeVore, a bartender pouring beer for a
mostly full bar at Sutter Station Tavern, a quintessential after-work spot that sits on
Market Street in the Financial District, an area that used to be flooded with
workers, and potential customers.

Bartender Marc DeVore pours a drink for a customers at the Sutter Station bar in San Francisco, where the lack of
returning office workers has impacted happy hour crowds.
Felix Uribe/Special to The Chronicle

At 5:30 p.m. on a recent Thursday, the bar had office workers crammed behind
tables while the place continued to fill up during the better part of an hour. Though
business is still down by about 75% compared to before the pandemic, said
longtime owner Barbara Alessi.
Thursdays have also been a recent bright spot for the House of Shields, said Dennis
Leary, owner of the wood-paneled pub on New Montgomery Street, near the
Financial District.
Happy hour “in terms of a packed bar with after-work people to me is, right now,
not dead, but in a coma,” Leary said.

Not having that revenue during the pandemic has been “brutal,” he said. Leary said
workers not coming back to offices full-time could make things unsustainable for
the business.
Leary said he is seeing more demand for private events and room rentals as
conferences start to come back to the city and more people carve out time after
work for in-person events. Case in point, his bar had a paper sign reading “Closed
for private event” plastered on its windows one recent Wednesday afternoon.

Customers gather at the Sutter Station bar on Market Street in San Francisco for an after work drink. The culture of happy
hour has changed with the emergence of hybrid work schedules. Now, bar owners say, Thursday is the new Friday.
Felix Uribe/Special to The Chronicle

Last week looked a little like the past in downtown San Francisco as major events
like the Game Developers Conference at the nearby Moscone Center and the NCAA
men’s basketball tournament at Chase Center brought people back to the city’s

streets. But more events bringing people in to the city, and bars, are only part of the
equation, as the number of workers returning to the office remains small.
National data from Kastle Systems, which tracks swipe card access for offices, show
that on average for the top 10 metro areas it tracks, including San Francisco and
San Jose, office attendance has climbed back to about 40% this month of what it
was in 2019. Meanwhile events like NBA game attendance and dinner reservations
have all increased close to 90% or more from where they were three years ago.
Data collected on visits to the downtown core for Downtown SF, the area’s
community benefit district, show more people coming to the area on Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday than on Mondays and Fridays, dating from the
beginning of the year into the middle of March.
Some researchers predict that long-term hybrid work models will see workers using
those three midweek days for in-office work, while working remotely on Mondays
and Fridays.

Regular customers David Root (left) and Dan Galvin raise their beer glasses at the Lark Bar in San Francisco.
Constanza Hevia H./Special to The Chronicle

That shift is still happening, and the midweek after-work bar crowd shows it. One
example was last week at 5:30 on Tuesday at the Lark on Third Street in San
Francisco. One of the bar’s regulars, David Root usually drinks Stella Artois on draft
but they were out so was working on a hefeweizen beer. A union audio engineer
and stagehand, he’s enough of a regular customer that his black-and-white street
photography covers one of the bathrooms like wallpaper.
He lives in Oakland but comes in three or four days a week after work for a beer, or
maybe a shot of Fernet-Branca. “Last Thursday it was popping,” Root said, noting
how more people tend to come in during the Tuesday-to-Thursday period. “On
Friday, it was dead.”

Elsewhere inside the Lark there were a subdued handful of drinkers spaced out at
the bar and tables, but the expansive parklet outside on Stevenson Street was
mostly full of people, many of them attending the conference. By 7 p.m. the crowd
inside had thinned out.
Brian Sheehy owns the Lark and a host of other bars including Pagan Idol, Bourbon
& Branch, Rickhouse and Local Edition, many of which are close to or in
downtown. He said the Lark has done well throughout the pandemic, despite not
seeing the same sales as before. “Each week that goes by is seeing more folks visit
our bars, especially during those happy hours,” Sheehy said.
He said Thursdays have also seen a strong uptick in sales recently.
Less time spent downtown means some people are spending more happy hours in
neighborhood establishments.
Rana Chedyak owns Nook, a cafe on the corner of Hyde and Jackson Streets in Nob
Hill that’s as popular for her homemade hummus as it is for its beer and wine.
Many neighborhood residents still working from home come in after they wrap up
for the day to have a drink, or just to hang out, Chedyak said, which is why she’s
thinking about extending the cafe’s hours.
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On the other side of town, the Dubliner in San Francisco’s West Portal
neighborhood does things a little differently. Owner John Mattiassi, a bearded,
burly presence behind the bar, said he used to offer happy hour drink specials
before the pandemic but doesn’t anymore since reopening last March: “We need
the money.”
But, he said, sales have been coming back.
“Honestly since we reopened we have been busier,” Mattiassi said. “People are
home more and want to get out and have a few drinks.”
The after-work crowd is noticeable at the cash-only Philosopher’s Club up West
Portal Avenue right by the train station, where some commuters prefer to stop off
on their way home instead of staying downtown. That includes Joaquin “J.” Castro
who bellies up to the bar around 5 p.m. on a recent Wednesday, nursing a glass of
Fernet with a ginger ale back.
Castro said he commutes downtown for work from the Outer Sunset three days a
week. When he walks into the Philosopher’s Club around 5 p.m. most of the bar

stools and tables are empty. By the time he’s onto his second beverage, spots at the
bar are increasingly rare real estate.
“Nowadays there is usually a decent crowd during the week from 3 to 5” said owner
Deb Sullivan, leaning on the bar with a backdrop of her paintings of local sports
heroes like Steph Curry on the wall behind her. Before the pandemic that was more
like 5 p.m. to 7 p.m.
“I tell them, you can come in here any time and be happy any hour,” Sullivan said
with a grin.
Back downtown at the Sacramento Street after-office standby Irish Times,
Sullivan’s idea holds true. Most of the tables are still full at 6:30 p.m. this past
Thursday with one March Madness game wrapping up and Duke gearing up to take
on Texas Tech at San Francisco’s Chase Center.
Outside, the 1 California bus whizzes by, standing room only. High above the bar in
the rafters a sign reads “Always Happy Hour.”
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